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Galaxy clusters: Why interesting?

• The largest virialized dark-
matter structure

• The largest number of dark 
matter particles

• Presence of collisionless 
dark matter clearly seen in 
bullet cluster

• Good probe of 
cosmological parameters

Bullet cluster (1E0657-56)



Cluster constraints on DM properties
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Figure 1: Left: Upper limits on annihilation cross section !!v" for a bb̄ final state as a function
of DM mass, obtained from six nearby clusters. The constraints are compared to the predicted
cross section for generic supersymmetric models (yellow) in the general MSSM, as well as to
the subset of models that have thermal relic densities compatible with the observed universal DM
density (orange). This figure is taken from Ackermann et al. (2010a). Right: Brightness profiles
of stacked clusters as well as Fornax due to dark-matter annihilation assuming 100 GeV mass and
!!v" = 3#10"26 cm3 s"1. The clusters are taken from nearby sample (including 22) in Ackermann
et al. (2010b) selected by X-ray fluxes, and 38 more distant but very massive ones from Vikhlinin
et al. (2009). The numbers attached to each line shows flux in units of 10"13 cm"2 s"1.

cluster that gives the best constraint on !!v" among the nearby six clusters (Fig. 1, left). The sum
of the flux of 22 clusters from Ackermann et al. (2010b) sample is 5.6 times larger than the flux
of Fornax. The sum of the flux of 38 clusters from Vikhlinin et al. (2009) sample is twice as large
as that from Fornax, even though this sample does not include very nearby clusters that have been
already discussed individually.

We then stacked the “Diffuse”-class Fermi data at the locations of these galaxy clusters. We
found no signals from such stacked maps and therefore used them to constrain the gamma-ray
flux from stacked clusters. The preliminary "

2 analysis shows that the upper limits on flux and
annihilation cross section obtained with Ackermann et al. (2010b) sample improves at least by a
factor of 3 compared with Fornax. Similarly it improves by a factor of 1.4 for Vikhlinin et al. (2009)
sample. Thus, we have demonstrated that the stacking analysis is a powerful method to improve
the existing constraints on gamma-ray flux. It is worth mentioning that, to improve the limits by
a factor of 3 with individual cluster analysis, one has to collect $10 times more photons (i.e., 10
times larger mission duration of the Fermi). The stacking analysis that we are proposing and that
has not been performed yet, on the other hand, can significantly improve the existing constraints
by simply maximizing the information we extract from the same data set. The main goal of the
proposed research is to perform this analysis more thoroughly with the Fermi Science Tool, with
more photons from longer integration of the Fermi, and with many more clusters.

(2) Impact of Baryons and Substructures on the DM Annihilation Signal

The present theoretical prediction for the DM annihilation signal is made under the number
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Fig. 1.— Constraints on the decay lifetime as a function of mass from clusters of galaxies for

a bb̄ final state (left panel) and a µ+µ! final state (right panel) based on the 95% confidence
level upper limits on the gamma-ray flux from 11 months of Fermi-LAT observations. The

grey shaded region shows an example of previous constraints from Zhang et al. (2010b)
which consider the expected di!use dark matter decay signal from the Galactic halo and

unresolved extragalactic dark matter; the yellow shaded region in the right panel shows
the more optimistic limits from Zhang et al. (2010b) obtained after subtraction of a model
for the Galactic di!use emission. In the left panel, the yellow bands show the regions for

theoretically motivated models for gravitino decay (leftmost yellow band) and for theories
with a dimension-6 operator at the GUT scale mediating dark matter decay (rightmost

yellow band), see §4.1 for details. In the right panel, we also show the regions of parameter
space fitting the observed cosmic-ray anomolies (green: PAMELA positron fraction only, red:
the combination of the PAMELA position fraction and the feature observed in the e+ + e!

spectrum measured by the Fermi-LAT, see Papucci & Strumia 2010).

Dugger et al., JCAP 1012, 015 (2010)
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order of magnitude compared with the current ACTs. 

2. Methodology and Research Plan 

To achieve the goal of revealing dark matter through annihilation, I propose four different approaches: (a) 
theoretical modeling of gamma-ray and neutrino productions for individual dark-matter sources; (b) theoretical 
predictions of contributions to the diffuse gamma-ray background from dark-matter annihilation; (c) study of 
astrophysical sources and processes; and (d) analysis of public data from Fermi-LAT. 

2a) Gamma-ray and neutrino production for individual sources 

Specific Aim: Providing theoretical templates of dark-matter signal for individual sources by developing 
semi-analytic models to address the effect of substructures. 

There are a number of promising regions for annihilation signals both in and out of the Galaxy, including 
clusters of galaxies (Jeltema et al. 2009; Ackermann et al. 2010b) and dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Strigari et al. 
2008; Abdo et al. 2010). For all the potential sources, the effects of subhalos are extremely important (e.g., 
Pinzke et al. 2011; Gao et al. 2011). The numerical simulations, however, will not be sufficient, because the 
expected minimum subhalo mass goes down to Earth-mass scale for neutralino-like dark matter, whereas the 
current resolution limit is still many orders magnitude larger; it will improve in the future but not rapidly enough. 
Therefore, one very important goal here is to develop semi-analytic models that describe properties of 
substructures such as mass function, and provide theoretical predictions for gamma-ray fluxes based on those 
models. By taking advantage of my expertise in cosmology, I will discuss behaviors of dark-matter particles in 
the early and late Universe, and systematically understand consequent evolutions of subhalos. For consistency, I 
will also compare the results with those of numerical simulations at scales larger than resolution limits. There is 
another interesting effect: baryon contraction toward the center of halos, which enhances dark-matter density 
toward the halo center as a result of energy loss of baryons. It was revisited very recently (Gnedin et al. 2011), 
and I will therefore study implications of this effect, especially for galaxy clusters. 

Figure 1: The dark matter density field on various scales. Each individual image shows the projected
dark matter density field in a slab of thickness 15h!1Mpc (sliced from the periodic simulation volume
at an angle chosen to avoid replicating structures in the lower two images), colour-coded by density
and local dark matter velocity dispersion. The zoom sequence displays consecutive enlargements by
factors of four, centred on one of the many galaxy cluster halos present in the simulation.
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Figure 2. Dark-matter density field on various scales due to the Milleneum Simulation (Springel et al. 2005). 
The top panel shows a cluster-size object, where lots of substructures are identified. 
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Figure 1. Surface brightness profiles from dark matter annihilation for var-
ious components of the Ph-A-1 simulation of a rich galaxy cluster. Sur-
face brightness is given in units of annihilation photons per cm2 per second
per steradian for fiducial values of 100Gev for mp, the dark matter parti-
cle mass, and 3! 10"26cm3s"1 for #!v$, the thermally averaged velocity-
weighted annihilation cross-section, assuming N" = 1 photons per annihila-
tion. This surface brightness scales as N"#!v$/m2

p. Projected radius is given
in units of kpc. The red line shows radiation from the smoothly distributed
dark matter within the main component of the cluster. The ragged blue dot-
ted lines show radiation from resolved dark matter subhaloes with masses
exceeding 5!107, 5!108, 5!109 and 5!1010 M% (from top to bottom).
Extrapolating to mass limits of 10"6 and 10"12 M% as discussed in the text
gives rise to the smooth blue curves. The purple dashed lines show the re-
sults of summing smooth and subhalo contributions.

rection of 1.5) as the haloes in a representative volume of the Uni-
verse. Thus, we can use analytic predictions for the abundance and
concentration of field haloes (Sheth & Tormen 2002; Neto et al.
2007) to extrapolate our simulation results to much lower sub-
halo masses. The upper blue curves in Figure 1 show the resulting
predictions for minimum subhalo masses of 10"6 and 10"12 M%,
respectively. The most uncertain part of this extrapolation is the
assumption that halo concentration continues to increase towards
lower masses in the same way as measured over the mass range
simulated so far. This assumption has not yet tested explicitly, and
has a very large effect on the results. For example, if all (sub)haloes
less massive than 105 M% are assumed to have similar concentra-
tion, then the total predicted emission from subhaloes would be
more than two orders of magnitude below that plotted in Figure 1
for an assumed cut-off mass of 10"6 M%.

With our adopted concentration scaling, subhaloes dominate
the surface brightness beyond projected radii of a few kiloparsecs,
as may be seen in Fig. 1. Surface brightness is almost constant be-
tween 10 and 300kpc, dropping by a factor of two only at 460kpc.
At the virial radius of the cluster (r200 = 1936 kpc), the surface
brightness of the subhalo component is a factor of 14 below its
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Figure 2. Annihilation luminosity (in arbitrary units) from subhaloes lying
within r200 per decade in subhalo mass and per unit halo mass (M200) for
the Phoenix and Aquarius simulations. The level-1 simulations are shown
by the black (Phoenix) and red (Aquarius) lines and the medians of the nine
Phoenix and six Aquarius level-2 simulations by the thick blue and orange
lines respectively. The full scatter in each set of simulations is indicated by
the shaded areas. The dashed magenta line gives the predicted annihilation
luminosity density per decade in halo mass from the cosmic population of
dark matter haloes.

central value. Within this radius the luminosity from resolved sub-
haloes in Ph-A-1 is more than twice that from the smooth halo,
even though these subhaloes account only for 8% of the mass. Ex-
trapolating to minimum subhalo masses of 10"6 and 10"12 M%

the subhalo excess becomes 718 and 16089 respectively. These
boost factors substantially exceed the equivalent factors predicted
for the galaxy haloes of the Aquarius Project. This is because of
the additional high-mass subhaloes which contribute in the cluster
case (see Figure 2) together with the lower concentration of cluster
haloes relative to galaxy haloes, which reduces the emission from
the smooth component. Note, the boost factor for the Aq-A-1 ob-
tained with the extrapolation we use here is smaller by a factor of
2.4 than the value quoted in Springel et al. (2008a).

For the resolved component, there is significant variation
amongst the nine Phoenix haloes, but the median value of the total
boost factor (for a cutoff mass of 10"6M%) is 1125, which, for the
reasons just given, is about twelve times the median boost factor we
obtain by applying the same method to the Aquarius haloes. Com-
paring these results suggests that the ratio of subhalo to smooth
main halo luminosity within r200 (subhalo “boost factor”) varies
with halo mass approximately as

b(M200) = Lsub/Lmain = 1.6!10"3(M200/M%)
0.39. (1)

The total luminosity of a halo is therefore Ltot = (1 + b)Lmain,
where Lmain is the emission of the smooth halo. In addition, the
projected luminosity profile of the subhalo component can be well
approximated by

Ssub(r) =
16b(M200)Lmain

# ln(17)
1

r2
200 +16r2 . (2)

These formulae will be used to estimate dark matter annihilation lu-
minosities and surface brightness profiles for haloes with different
masses in subsequent sections.

Mmin = 5x107 Msun 

Mmin = 10−6 Msun 

Mmin = 10−12 Msun 

Gao et al., arXiv:1107.1916

Flux boosted by 
a factor of ~1000

Resolution limit

Extrapolation

>13 dex gap
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considered in our analysis becomes

L(D|pW,{p}i) =
�

i

LLAT
i (D|pW,pi)

× 1

ln(10) Ji
√
2πσi

e−[log10(Ji)−log10(Ji)]
2
/2σ2

i ,

(1)

where LLAT
i denotes the binned Poisson likelihood that is

commonly used in a standard single ROI analysis of the

LAT data and takes full account of the point-spread func-

tion, including its energy dependence; i indexes the ROIs;

D represents the binned gamma-ray data; pW represents

the set of ROI-independent DM parameters (�σannv� and
mW ); and {p}i are the ROI-dependent model parame-

ters. In this analysis, {p}i includes the normalizations

of the nearby point and diffuse sources and the J factor,

Ji. log10(Ji) and σi are the mean and standard devia-

tions of the distribution of log10 (Ji), approximated to be

Gaussian, and their values are given in Columns 5 and

6, respectively, of Table I.

The fit proceeds as follows. For given fixed values of

mW and bf , we optimize − lnL, with L given in Eq. 1.

Confidence intervals or upper limits, taking into account

uncertainties in the nuisance parameters, are then com-

puted using the “profile likelihood”technique, which is

a standard method for treating nuisance parameters in

likelihood analyses (see, e.g., [32]), and consists of calcu-

lating the profile likelihood − lnLp(�σannv�) for several

fixed masses mW , where, for each �σannv�, − lnL is min-

imized with respect to all other parameters. The inter-

vals are then obtained by requiring 2∆ ln(Lp) = 2.71 for

a one-sided 95% confidence level. The MINUIT subrou-

tine MINOS [33] is used as the implementation of this

technique. Note that uncertainties in the background fit

(diffuse and nearby sources) are also treated in this way.

To summarize, the free parameters of the fit are �σannv�,
the J factors, and the Galactic diffuse and isotropic back-

ground normalizations as well as the normalizations of

near-by point sources. The coverage of this profile joint

likelihood method for calculating confidence intervals has

been verified using toy Monte Carlo calculations for a

Poisson process with known background and Fermi-LAT
simulations of Galactic and isotropic diffuse gamma-ray

emission. The parameter range for �σannv� is restricted

to have a lower bound of zero, to facilitate convergence of

the MINOS fit, resulting in slight overcoverage for small

signals, i.e., conservative limits.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

As no significant signal is found, we report upper lim-

its. Individual and combined upper limits on the anni-

hilation cross section for the bb̄ final state are shown in

Fig. 1; see also [34]. Including the J-factor uncertainties

FIG. 1. Derived 95% C.L. upper limits on a WIMP anni-
hilation cross section for all selected dSphs and for the joint
likelihood analysis for annihilation into the bb̄ final state. The
most generic cross section (∼ 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1 for a purely s-
wave cross section) is plotted as a reference. Uncertainties in
the J factor are included.

FIG. 2. Derived 95% C.L. upper limits on a WIMP annihila-
tion cross section for the bb̄ channel, the τ+τ− channel, the
µ+µ− channel, and the W+W− channel. The most generic
cross section (∼ 3 ·10−26 cm3s−1 for a purely s-wave cross sec-
tion) is plotted as a reference. Uncertainties in the J factor
are included.

in the fit results in increased upper limits compared to

using the nominal J factors. Averaged over the WIMP

masses, the upper limits increase by a factor up to 12

for Segue 1, and down to 1.2 for Draco. Combining the

dSphs yields a much milder overall increase of the upper

limit compared to using nominal J factors, a factor of

1.3.

The combined upper limit curve shown in Fig. 1 in-

cludes Segue 1 and Ursa Major II, two ultrafaint satel-

lites with small kinematic data sets and relatively large

masses of ! 1 TeV the ICS part of the dark matter signal starts to dominate inside the considered
gamma-ray energy range.

Figure 7: Left panel: individual upper limits on annihilation rate into bb̄, including a signal boost
from dark matter substructures as discussed in Section 2.3 (solid lines). For comparison, the dotted
lines show the limits on the unboosted signal, cp. Fig. 4. Right panel: the same, but for annihilation
into !+!!.

Dark Matter Substructures. In the above limits we neglected contributions from dark matter
substructures to the dark matter annihilation signal, firstly to obtain very conservative limits
and secondly for the sake of comparison with previous work. However, dark matter substructures
are a prediction of cold dark matter scenarios and expected to boost the annihilation signal
considerably [29, 30, 93, 94, 96]. To study their possible impact on our limits, we follow the
prescription presented in Ref. [30], which builds on results from the Aquarius project [92, 93]
and leaves the free streaming mass scale Mlim as the only free parameter (see Sec. 2.3 for a
discussion). The resulting signal profiles are plotted in the right panel of Fig. 1 by the dotted
lines, where we adopted a free streaming mass of Mlim = 10!6M". As can be seen from this plot,
the boosted signal profiles extend to much larger radii than the profiles from the smooth dark
matter halo alone. The corresponding boost factors of the overall signal are of the order of 103,
consistent with what is found in Refs. [30, 96]. We note, however, that in the recent literature
also smaller boost factors for galaxy clusters were discussed [8, 29] (see also discussion above),
and our adopted boosted fluxes should be considered as being optimistic but not unrealistic.

No evidence for an extended annihilation signal due to dark matter substructures was found.
In Fig. 7 we show the corresponding 95% C.L. limits on the annihilation cross-section compared
to the limits obtained without dark matter substructures taken into account (for simplicity we
neglect uncertainties in the overall cluster mass in case of the boosted signal). As expected,
we find that the limits are improved by a factor of a few hundred; in the case of dark matter
annihilating into bb̄ with a thermal cross-section of 3" 10!26 cm3 s!1, dark matter masses below
# 150 GeV can be excluded. For di!erent values of Mlim the limits would approximately scale
like $ M0.226

lim .
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Huang et al., arXiv:1110.1529

Ackermann et al., arXiv:1108.3546
Geringer-Sameth & Koushiappas, arXiv:1108.2914

Cluster limits with subhalos

Dwarf limits (no subhalos)



• Does stacking help? If so, how much?

• There are many more clusters than dwarfs!!

• What is the effect of baryons (stars+gas)?

• Baryons dominate gravitational potential at central regions

• This should modify dark matter profile (adiabatic contraction)

Motivation

No! It doesn’t help

It improves limits by a factor ~4



Dark matter annihilation in galaxy clusters

• Depends on three factors

• Particle physics: annihilation cross section and dark-matter 
mass; depends on SUSY models, etc.

• Astrophysics: density profile and subhalos

• Cosmological redshift: straightforward if redshift is measured

Iγ(θ, E) =
1
4π

1
(1 + z)2

�σv�
2m2

χ

dNγ((1 + z)E)
dE

�
dl ρ2(r(l, θ))

Gamma-ray intensity from annihilation

Astrophysical factor
Particle-physics factorCosmological redshift



• Numerical simulations 
imply universal form of 
density profile: NFW

• ρ ~ r−1 for small radii, and 
ρ ~ r−3 for large radii

• NFW profile is confirmed 
with lensing observations

Astrophysical factor: density profile

Umetsu et al. 7

FIG. 1.— Top: the average projected mass profile !(R) (filled squares) with its statistical 1! uncertainty as a function of the projected radius R, which is
obtained by stacking individual full mass profiles (thin gray lines) of four high-mass clusters (A1689, A1703, A370, and Cl0024+17 with Mvir > 1015M! at
!zl" = 0.32) derived from Hubble strong lensing (R <

# 150 kpc h!1) and Subaru weak lensing (R >
# 150kpc h!1) measurements. The stacked mass profile exhibits

clear continuous steepening over a wide range of radii, from R = 40kpc h!1 to 2800kpc h!1 $ 1.4rvir, which is well described by a single NFW profile (solid
line). The dashed line shows the contribution to the variance from uncorrelated large scale structure projected along the line of sight. Bottom: the logarithmic
slope of the stacked mass profile (open squares with error bars), d ln!!"/d lnR, is shown as a function of projected radius along with the NFW model (solid line)
shown in the top panel. The projected logarithmic slope shows a clear continuous steepening with increasing radius, consistent with the NFW model.

smoothing from cluster miscentering effects (Johnston et al.
2007), where the typical offset between the BCG and the dark
matter center is estimated as d <

! 20kpch!1 for our sample
from our detailed strong-lens modeling (see Section 3.3). The
stacked full mass profile is detected at a high significance level
of 58! over the entire clusters. It is found here that ignor-
ing the cosmic noise contribution will underestimate the er-
rors by ! 30%–40%. This is due to the correlation of this
noise between radial bins and can only be reduced by averag-
ing over independent lines of sight, with uncorrelated line of
sight structures, i.e. by averaging over well separated clusters.
Our stacked projected mass profile with a continuously

steepening radial trend is very accurately described by the
NFW form predicted for the family of CDM-dominated ha-
los, whereas it strongly disfavors the SIS model at 62! signif-
icance. In the context of an assumed gNFW profile, the cen-
tral cusp slope is constrained as " = 0.89+0.27!0.39 (Figure 2), being
slightly shallower than, but consistent with, the simple NFW
form with " = 1 (cf. Navarro et al. 2010). Note NFW define
this profile for halos which they identify as in virial equilib-
rium, in terms of the simulated CDM particles (see Section
2.2.2 of Navarro et al. 1997). The clusters we have selected

for our stacked analysis are, in terms of their lensing proper-
ties, very well behavedwith at most only! 10% perturbations
in mass visible locally in the two-dimensional mass distribu-
tion, and otherwise very symmetric over most of the radius
(Broadhurst et al. 2005a,b, 2008; Umetsu et al. 2010). De-
tailed hydrodynamical simulations show that equilibrium is
relatively rapidly achieved in only a few sound crossing times
after a major merger, though some dynamical and gas disrup-
tion may continue for over a Gyr. This is not important in
terms of the central relaxation time of the dark matter (Ricker
& Sarazin 2001; Umetsu et al. 2010).
Recently Woo & Chiueh (2009) examined in detail an ex-

tremely light bosonic dark matter (ELBDM) model (m !
1022 eV) as an alternative to CDM in the context of nonlinear
cosmic structure formation. ELBDMwith a de-Broglie wave-
length of astronomical length scales, if it exists, may well be
in a ground-state Bose-Einstein condensate and hence well
described by a coherent wave function, which may naturally
account for the perceived lack of small galaxies relative to the
!CDM model (Klypin et al. 1999; Peebles & Nusser 2010).
Woo & Chiueh (2009) showed that, irrespective of whether
halos form through accretion or merger, ELBDM halos can

Umetsu et al., Astrophys. J. 738, 41 (2011)

ρ =
ρs

(r/rs)(r/rs + 1)2



Gamma-ray intensity

• Intensity due to subhalos is much more 
extended than the smooth component

• Subhalo boost factor is ~1000 for cluster-size 
halos, if minimum subhalos are of Earth size

Mmin = 5x107 Msun 

Mmin = 10−6 Msun 
NFW

Subhalos

z Mvir 

(1014 h−1 Msun)

Fornax

Coma

0.005 1.2

0.023 9.6



Analysis of Fermi-LAT data

• We analyze data of Fermi-LAT for 2.8 years around 49 relatively large galaxy 
clusters

• DIFFUSE and DATACLEAN class of photon data between MET = 239557417 s and 
329159098 s

• 23 clusters from X-ray (Reiprich & Boehringer 2002) and 34 from cosmology catalogs 
(Vikhlinin et al. 2009); 3 are found in both and 5 are at low Galactic latitudes

• We first perform likelihood analysis of the data using the known sources 
(from 2FGL catalog) as well as both Galactic and extragalactic backgrounds

• Use photons between 1 GeV and 100 GeV, and divide them into 20 energy bins equally 
spaced logarithmically

• Models are convolved with P6_V11 instrumental response functions



Fermi-LAT data and best-fit model for Fornax

• There is no gamma-ray source at cluster location

• We then add cluster component at the center of the best-fit 
model map, to put upper limit on that component
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Upper limits on cluster component
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Limits on annihilation cross section from Fornax
NFW halo with no subhalos

Ando & Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753 [astro-ph.HE]



Cross section limits for all clusters

NFW halo only
bb channel
_



Cross section limits from stacking analysis

• Procedure

• Remove clusters with >3σ 
excess compared with 
(fixed) background

• This reduces to 38 clusters 
to be analyzed

• Result

• Stacking does not help

• Better to model Fornax more 
precisely

Ando & Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753 [astro-ph.HE]



The Fornax cluster

• M ~ 1014 Msun

• D ~ 20 Mpc

• (l, b) = (236.72 deg, −53.64 deg)

• The second largest cluster 
locally

• Central massive elliptical (cD)
galaxy: NGC 1399

http://heritage.stsci.edu/2005/09/supplemental.html

http://heritage.stsci.edu/2005/09/supplemental.html
http://heritage.stsci.edu/2005/09/supplemental.html


Baryons in Fornax

Fig. 1.—Deconvolved central 400 ; 400 (88 ; 88 PC1 pixels) regions of the galaxies. The stretch is arbitrary and is adjusted to maximize image contrast over the
portion of each galaxy shown. The image orientation is determined by how it was acquired in the PC1 CCD; arrows indicate the direction to north. Galaxies that were
double sampled (see x 2.2) are binned to the original pixel scale for this figure. For galaxies observed in multiple bandpasses, the F555W image is shown. The panel to
the right of each central image is the same region divided by a galaxy model reconstructed from the surface photometry; the contrast stretch is set to !50% black to
white. Galaxies with obscured centers are shown in Fig. 2.

2144

HST photometry (4’’x4’’ region)

Fig. 3.—Continued

2152

Precision 
measurement 
down to 1 pc!

Lauer et al. Astron. J. 129, 2138 (2005)

Fig. 12.— Main panel: contours of the bidimensional halo model superimposed on the 40”/pixel PSPC
image. The cluster component is clearly displaced with respect to the galactic halo; the central component
is not visible at this resolution. Contours are spaced by a factor of 1.1 with the lowest one at 3.1!10!3 cnts
arcmin!2 s!1. Bottom-right panel: bidimensional model contours overlaid on the 15”/pixel HRI image,
showing in greater detail the galactic halo region. Contours are spaced by a factor of 1.1 with the lowest one
at 6.0!10!3 cnts arcmin!2 s!1.

3! level. Even though the multi-component bidi-
mensional model may not be a proper physical rep-
resentation of the hot X-ray halo this result shows
that the filamentary structures seen in the halo
are not due to statistical fluctuation over a smooth
surface brightness distribution. This result is fur-
ther confirmed by the Chandra data presented in
§ 2.10.

2.6. Density, Cooling Time and Mass Pro-
files

2.6.1. NGC 1399

We have derived the hot gas density radial pro-
file of NGC 1399 from the X-ray surface bright-
ness profile, making use of the procedure described
by Kriss et al. (1983), that allows to deproject
the observed emission in concentric shells, assum-
ing spherical symmetry and homogeneity of the
hot gas. Since the global gas distribution has a
complex and asymmetric structure, we cannot ap-
ply this method to the total emission; instead we

applied it to the ‘central’ and ‘galactic’ compo-
nents separately, whose ellipticities, derived from
the bidimensional models (see previous section),
are small. The spherical symmetry approximation
is not valid for the cluster halo so that, in deriving
the density profile, we assumed rotational symme-
try around the minor axis. We found that assum-
ing symmetry around the major axis the di!erence
is of the order of a few percents (except at very
large radii where exposure correction uncertainties
are dominant) and resulted in minor changes to
our conclusions. The central, galactic and cluster
components were assumed to be isothermal with
temperatures of respectively kT=0.86, 1.1 and 1.1
keV, in agreement with the PSPC temperature
profiles derived by RFFJ. Buote (1999) showed
that ASCA data suggest the presence of multi-
phase gas within the central 5’ of NGC 1399, bet-
ter fitted by cooling flows models. However, as he
notes, the narrower ROSAT energy range and the
lower spectral resolution is unable to clearly dis-
criminate between single and multi-temperature

12

Paolillo et al. Astrophys. J. 565, 883 (2002)

Stars Gas

ROSAT observations



Density profiles of Fornax

• Surface brightness → 
luminosity profile → 
density profile

• Stars dominate the 
gravitational potential at 
the central region

• What is the feedback 
effect of this deepened 
potential?

Profiles from DM-
only simulations



Adiabatic contraction

Angular momentum conservation:

Mi(ri)ri = Mf (rf )rf

Mf(rf ) = [Mdm,f(rf ) + Mb,f(rf )]rf = [Mdm,i(ri) + Mb,f(rf )]rf

ri rf

Blumenthal et al. Astrophys. J. 301, 27 (1986)



Modified halo contraction

• A0 = 1.6, w = 0.8 well 
explain simulation results

• Uncertainty range: w = 
0.6–1

• There is no firm 
observational evidence for/
against this effect yet

2 GNEDIN ET AL.

and consider only the growth of a central concentration in
an isolated halo. The hierarchical formation of halos is, in
general, considerably more complex than the simple pic-
ture of quiescent cooling in a static spherical halo. Each
halo is assembled via a series of mergers of smaller halos,
with the cooling of gas and contraction of dark matter oc-
curring separately in every progenitor. The gas can be
re-heated by shocks during mergers and during accretion
along the surrounding filaments. Also, some objects may
undergo dissipationless mergers after the gas is exhausted
or the cooling time becomes too long. It was argued that
dissipationless evolution erases the e!ect of gas cooling on
the DM distribution (Gao et al. 2004).

In this paper we consider the e!ect of dissipation on the
dark matter distribution in high-resolution cosmological
simulations. We also present the first test of the AC model
in the self-consistent simulations of hierarchical structure
formation and propose a simple modification which de-
scribes numerical results more accurately.

2. cosmological simulations

We analyze high-resolution cosmological simulations of
eight group and cluster-sized and one galaxy-sized systems
in a flat "CDM model: #m = 1 ! #! = 0.3, #b = 0.043,
h = 0.7 and !8 = 0.9. The simulations are performed with
the Adaptive Refinement Tree (ART) N -body+gasdynamics
code (Kravtsov 1999; Kravtsov, Klypin, & Ho!man 2002),
an Eulerian code that uses adaptive refinement in space
and time and (non-adaptive) refinement in mass to achieve
the high dynamic range needed to resolve the halo struc-
ture.

The cluster simulations have a peak resolution of "
2.44h!1 kpc and DM particle mass of 2.7 # 108h!1 M"

with only a region of $ 10h!1 Mpc around each clus-
ter adaptively refined. We analyze each cluster at a late
epoch (0 < z < 0.43), when it appears most relaxed. This
minimizes the noise introduced by substructure on the
azimuthally-averaged mass profiles. The virial masses5 of
the clusters range from " 1013h!1 M" to 3#1014h!1 M".

The galaxy formation simulation follows the early (z %
4) evolution of a galaxy that becomes a Milky Way-sized
object at z = 0 in a periodic box of 6h!1 Mpc. The simu-
lation is stopped at z " 3.3 due to limited computational
resources. At z = 4, the galaxy already contains a large
fraction of its final mass: " 2# 1011h!1 M" within 30h!1

kpc. The DM particle mass is 9.18 # 105h!1 M" and the
peak resolution of the simulation is 183h!1 comoving pc.
This simulation is presented in Kravtsov (2003), where
more details can be found.

For each halo, we analyze two sets of simulations which
start from the same initial conditions but include di!er-
ent physical processes. The first set of simulations follows
the dynamics of gas “adiabatically”, i.e. without radiative
cooling. The second set of simulations (hereafter CSF)
includes star formation, metal enrichment and thermal
supernovae feedback, metallicity- and density-dependent
cooling, and heating due to the extragalactic UV back-
ground. Star formation in the cluster simulations is imple-
mented using the standard Kennicutt’s law and is allowed
5 We define the virial radius, rvir, as the radius enclosing an average
density of 180 times the mean density of the Universe at the analyzed
epoch.

Fig. 1.— Mass profile of one of the clusters as a function of
physical radius. The solid and dotted lines show the profiles of dark
matter and baryons (stars+gas) in the adiabatic (thin) and cooling
(thick) runs, respectively. The dashed curve shows the prediction of
the standard adiabatic contraction model, while dot-dashed curve
shows the improved model. The profiles are truncated at four res-
olution elements of the simulation. Top panel: relative mass di!er-
ence between the adiabatic contraction model and the DM profile in
the CSF simulation. The dashed line is prediction of the standard
AC model, while dot-dashed line shows our modified model.

to proceed in regions with temperature T < 104K and gas
density n > 0.1 cm!3. In the galaxy formation run, the
star formation rate is proportional to the gas density and
stars are allowed to form at densities n > 50 cm!3. The
di!erence in star formation prescriptions in galaxy and
cluster simulations, accounts for the di!erence in spatial
resolution. The prescription used in the galaxy formation
run is more appropriate when applied at the scale of tens
of parsecs (see Kravtsov 2003, for discussion).

To identify dark matter halos we use a variant of the
Bound Density Maxima algorithm (Klypin et al. 1999).
Dark matter particles in the high-resolution region of the
simulation are assigned a local density calculated by using
24-particle SPH kernel. We identify local density peaks on
a scale of 100h!1 kpc and analyze the density distribution
and velocities of the surrounding particles to test whether
a given peak corresponds to a gravitationally bound ob-
ject. In this study we only consider host halos: those that
do not lie within a larger virialized halo. We identify the
center of each halo with the position of the DM particle
with the highest local density. Based on the convergence
studies for the ART code (Klypin et al. 2001; Tasitsiomi
et al. 2004), we truncate the dark matter profiles at the
inner radius 4$xmin, where $xmin is the smallest cell size:
2.44h!1 and 0.183h!1 comoving kpc in the cluster and
galaxy formation runs, respectively.

3. effects of cooling on matter distribution

Gnedin et al., Astrophys. J. 616, 16 (2004); arXiv:1108.5736

Mi(r̄i)ri = [Mdm,i(r̄i) + Mb,f(r̄f )]rf

r̄

0.03rvir
= A0

�
r

0.03rvir

�w
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FIG. 1.— Average orbital radius vs. instantaneous radius of dark matter
particles in a dissipationless and two dissipational runs of a cluster-sized halo
at z = 0. This halo is described in the second line in Table 1 and in Section 4.1.
The size of the smallest resolution element is! = 1.7!10!3 rvir. In one sim-
ulation the gas cooling is suppressed at z < 2. Dotted and dashed lines show
the slopes in the inner halo, with w = 0.8 and w = 0.6, respectively. Long-
dashed line shows the relation in the SAC model. Vertical dotted line marks
new pivot radius r0 in Equation 4. Vertical arrow illustrates an adjustment by
factor of 1.6 required for new normalization A0.

Therefore, the contraction effect may depend not only on the
final amount of baryon condensation but also on the duration
of this process.
Since the r̄ ! r relation evolves during the process of dissi-

pation, a MAC model with fixed parameters A and w cannot
accurately describe the contraction effect. Instead, following
Gustafsson et al. (2006), we can search for the best-fitting val-
ues of the model parameters for each simulated halo and then
analyze their distribution.
Figure 1 also shows that if we are to vary w, the normal-

ization A would have to vary correspondingly because Equa-
tion (3) is anchored at rvir, far from the region of interest in
the inner halo. We can reduce this correlated variation of A
by shifting the pivot of the r̄ ! r relation to some inner radius,
r0. The correlation between w and A, which we derive for the
simulations described below, is minimized for r0 ! 0.03rvir.
Therefore, we redefine the relation of the MAC model as

r̄
r0
= A0

!

r
r0

"w

. (4)

We use the subscript “0” to differentiate this normalization
parameter A0 from its original version in Gnedin et al. (2004)
defined by Equation (3). We fix the pivot at r0 = 0.03rvir in all
discussion that follows. Only the normalization A0 is affected
by this shift of the pivot point from rvir to r0, the slope w
remains invariant. The SAC model is still characterized by
A0 = w = 1.

3.1. The role of model parameters
To understand the effect of varying the parameters A and

w on the amount of contraction, consider the inner regions of
a halo. The contraction factor y " r f /r obeys Equation (2),

which after dividing both sides by Mi(r̄)r f becomes
1
y
= 1! fb +

Mb(ry)
Mi(r̄)

, (5)

where fb is the baryon fraction within the virial radius of the
halo of interest. The average cosmic baryon fraction is fb !
0.17, but a given halo may have a different baryon fraction.
Here Mi(r) " Mdm,i(r) +Mb,i(r) is the total initial mass, the
sum of dark matter and baryons. Typically, before contraction
the dark matter profile shadows the total mass distribution,
Mdm,i(r)! (1! fb)Mi(r).
In the inner halo described by an NFW profile with the scale

radius rs, the initial enclosed mass is Mi(r)# r2 at r$ rs. In
this region, we can define the average logarithmic slope of the
final baryon density profile: !b # r!! , which lies in the range
1 < " < 3 (" ! 2 is typical; Koopmans et al. 2009). Then
the final baryon mass profile Mb(r) # r3!! , and Equation (5)
becomes

1
y
= 1! fb +

Mb(r̄)
Mi(r̄)

yw(3!!). (6)

The enhancement factor of the dark matter mass profile is
given by Equation (A11) of Gnedin et al. (2004) and is most
easily evaluated at the contracted radius r f = ry(r):

FM(ry)"
Mdm, f (ry)
Mdm,i(ry)

=
Mdm,i(r)
Mdm,i(ry)

!
1

y(r)2
. (7)

The last approximation is valid only in the inner region where
Mi(r)# r2. For arbitrary " andw, Equation (6) is transcenden-
tal and must be solved numerically. However, a good second-
order approximation is described in Appendix.
To make concrete calculations using Equations (6) and (7),

we must specify the ratio of the final baryon enclosed mass to
the initial total enclosed mass. Let re be the radius where
the final baryon mass equals the initial dark matter mass:
Mb(re) " Mdm,i(re). For the Milky Way galaxy, this radius
is about 10 kpc, and thus a good choice is re ! 0.05rvir. It
then follows thatMb(r̄)/Mi(r̄) = (1! fb) (r̄/re)1!! .
Figure 2 shows the mass enhancement factor using the nu-

merical solutions of Equation (6) for two representative val-
ues of " = 2 and " = 1.5. In the inner halo, the stronger baryon
dissipation (" = 2 vs. " = 1.5) leads to the stronger contrac-
tion of dark matter. Larger value of w and smaller value of A0
indicate stronger contraction effect at small radii. However,
there is a cross-over point for the lines of different w, and
the trend is reversed at the intermediate radii (0.01! 0.1rvir).
While both A0 and w determine the normalization of FM , the
parameter w determines also the increase of the amount of
contraction with radius.

4. COSMOLOGICAL HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
In this section we describe the simulations of galaxy forma-

tion that we use to test the MAC model. We tried to collect
as diverse samples of simulations and codes as possible and
to analyze them at z = 0, so as to evaluate the applicability of
the model to observations. We also consider a few interesting
cases at z = 1 and z = 3.
We fit both the original set of parameters A and w from

Equation (3) and the modified set A0 and w from Equation
(4). The latter set for each system is summarized in Table 1.
To derive the best-fit parameterswe minimize the difference

between the enclosed mass in a radial bin in the dissipative
simulation,Msim, and the correspondingmass predicted by the



Effect of halo contraction
Ando & Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753 [astro-ph.HE]

• Canonical contraction model (A0=1.6, w=0.8)

• Density is enhanced at the center for both 
NFW and Einasto profiles



Gamma-ray intensity enhanced

• Contraction produces sub-
PSF structure at 10−4–10−3 
deg (30–300 pc)

• Gamma-ray flux is boosted 
by a factor of

• ~4 (NFW)

• ~2 (Einasto)

Ando & Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753 [astro-ph.HE]



Cross section upper limits

• Limits improve by a factor 
of

• 4.1 (NFW)

• 2.4 (Einasto)

• This is almost independent 
of mass and annihilation 
channel

• <σv> < (2–3)x10−25 cm3/s 
for low-mass WIMPs

Ando & Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753 [astro-ph.HE]



Other model parameters

• “Adiabatic”: A0=1, w=1

• “Break”: no contraction 
within 1 kpc (~ current 
resolution limit)

• Uncertainty range of 
the boost: 2–6

Ando & Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753 [astro-ph.HE]



How important is this?: Compare with subhalos

• To boost the limit by 
a factor of 4, the 
minimum subhalo 
mass has to be 
smaller than 1 Msun

• Otherwise, one 
cannot ignore the 
effect of halo 
contraction

DM only

x4

Ando & Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753 [astro-ph.HE]



Conclusions

• Galaxy clusters are potentially strong source of gamma rays from 
dark matter annihilation

• We showed that stacking ~50 clusters does not improve the limits 
obtained with Fornax

• The detailed mass modeling of Fornax is therefore important

• We computed the halo contraction of Fornax and showed that the 
cross section limits improved by a factor of ~4

• The limits for low-mass WIMPs are within a factor of 10 from the 
canonical annihilation cross section after ~3 years


